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END T EXAMINATION

.Ahinverter fabricat d by 1.2J..LmCMOS technology uses minimum possible

channel length. If w = 1.8 J..Lrnfind the value of Wp·that,would result in

tw6'transistor bein atched. (5)

What is difference b tween positive and negative photo resist? Which
type of photoresist s repared for submicron technologies? (3)

Discuss the effect 0 increasing Vro, n and decreasing Vro.p on noise
margin. (3)

What is the effect of power supply reduction on CMOS voltage Transfer

Characteristics? (2)

What is output of t e (3)

ode: ETEC 308

: 32308
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Note: Question 1;s co p Isory. Attempt one question from each unit .
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sequence used to construct NMOS enhancement
(6)

(6.5)

What is static pow r issipation and dynamic power dissipation? Explain

in detail. (5)
Discuss levels of d s gn abstraction with Y-chart. (4)

Unit-I

Derive the expres i n of (WIL) of pull down and pull up transistors of

inverters when dri e by pass transistor. (6.5)

An NMOS transist r ith kn= 20J..LAN2 and Vr= 1.5V is operated with Vgs=

5V and 10= 100 . Determine the region of operation of NMOS and find

Vps. (6)

Describe the proc s
devices.
Consider CMOS i ve er with the following parameters.

NMOS: Vro= 0.6V, J..LCox= 25 J..LAN2, (W/L)n= 8

PMOS: IVrol = 0.7 , P Cox= 11 J..LAN2, (W/L)p =12

Calculate Noise m r in of this circuit. The power supply voltage, Voo=3.3V

Unit-II

A CMOS inverter i aving following parameters:

Vro,n = 1.0V, J..LnC x 45 J..LAN2, (W/L)n =10

Vro,p = -1.2V, J..Lp0 = 25 J..LAN2, (W/L)p=20, Voo= 5V.
(i) Calculate the rise im and fall time of output signal.
(ii) Determine maxim frequency of a periodic square wave input signal

attainable for full v It ge swing.
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(5)

(4)

•
I
I, .

'f~~hf. r,:!{bY ":jDraw size transi t rXOR circuit and explain its working.

. L/ : !
'.1&,- ' I', .., p' Q" "'(II) •What, is NMOS 'logic? Implement the function

,..,' ,'::.'", . ' . F =!:ABCD + E( G) using pseudo' NMOS logic. If aspect ratio of all

.h·"r" . ',NMOS'transist rs is 12/7 then find equivalentW/L of pull down network

and also W/L ra io for PMOS transistors. (8.5)
I .

(b) HoW¢apacitive coupling leads to cross talk? Explain in detail.

: 1
I
I

__ p··1

Q ... (a)

(b)

Q. (a)

(b)

Unit-III

Give 'CMOS im I mentation of 0 latch using tristate inverters. Explain the

op~r,tion of re ul ant circuit. (7.5)

Discuss the sc e e that implements a D Flip flop with help of 2: 1 MUX. (5)
fl'

I

Explain c10ckin trategies in CMOS VLSI. (6)

Explain NOR CMOS logic. What is NORA pipellned system

architecture? ill there be any charge sharing problem in this architecture.
(6.5)

Unit-IV

(a) Discuss the m i features of sea of gates realization. (6.5)

(b) What are vari u design methoiogies. Explain the methology used for

designing Full C stom Chip. (6)

Explain two phase and our phase logic structure.
(12.5)
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